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sonible: a solution to all MADI headaches

The  new ml:mio by sonible is a universal, compact  

MADI media converter, splitter and router.

Graz, 5/18/2016 - The new ml:mio by sonible is a universal MADI media converter, splitter and 

router that brings a new level of flexibility to the table when it comes to handling MADI streams. The 

compact yet incredibly durable device allows for the conversion of MADI streams between coaxi-

al, optical (SC) and twisted pair signals. Thanks to a fully bit-transparent routing of incoming MADI 

streams, the ml:mio is compatible with all MADI formats on the market and will preserve any prop-

rietary control parameters.

Flexible Routing

Any input signal connected to this robust little device can be seamlessly routed to any combination 

of available outputs, enabling your MADI signal to be split and converted at your convenience.

Intuitive Interface

The ml:mio has been designed from the ground up for live usage in the field. As such, it can be used 

as a standalone device without the need for any external control software. Signal routing can be 

controlled directly via three sturdy switches on the device itself, with color-coded LEDs to ensure you 

never lose track – even in the dark.

Maximal Resilience

Live audio can be tough sometimes, which is why the robust exterior of the ml:mio was designed to 

withstand a beating. Every switch, knob and socket of this device has been carefully constructed to 

hold up to even the toughest demands of the field without injury.

The ml:mio is available directly from the manufacturer’s website for € 699,- (incl. VAT).

Please visit http://www.sonible.com/mlmio for further information.

ABOUT SONIBLE

sonible was founded in 2013 by three graduates of the pioneering audio engineering program in 

Graz, Austria. After years of working in live sound engineering and the recording arts they set out to 

turn their practical experience into useful and dependable pro audio products. Today the growing 

team focuses on developing high-end live and recording tools for audio professionals.


